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Letter from the President :
Greetings Sisters and Friends,
As Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter moves into
summer hiatus, I reflect on the service opportunities that the local chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated has offered. This
newsletter shares the highlights of a few local
programming efforts. In addition to sharing with
the community, it allows the Chapter to review
service opportunities aimed to enrich our communities and ways to further enhance those efforts. Due to limited space, we are unable to
share all service experiences in our newsletter.
However, feel free to visit our website or Facebook page to get a more comprehensive look at
the chapter’s activities.
Launching New Dimensions of Service in Champaign, Urbana and Danville included several Impact Days and programs that focused on health concerns. Based on
sorority initiatives, tailored to local community needs, the women of Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter participated in: 1) the Re-Opening of Douglass Park on May
16, 2015, in support of the playground mobilization program, 2) a workshop during Mental Health Awareness Month in support of NAMI (National Alliance of
Mental Illness), a sorority impact day, 3) high school Awards Programs, that honored graduating high school African American females who were to receive
scholarships from EEOmega Chapter and 4) offering a community workshop on
how to support loved ones who are affected by Alzheimer’s and other forms of
dementia. Several of these events are featured in this newsletter.
When the chapter resumes meetings in September of 2015, we will also anxiously await your joining us for Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s annual fund-raiser, Pink Panache’. Please join us in the Chancellor’s Ballroom at the I-Hotel on Friday, September 11, 2015. This is our annual fundraiser that provides funds, allowing the
chapter to financially support high school female students with scholarships.
Please contact a chapter member, or visit the chapter’s Facebook page for more
details and how you can support area youths.
Wishing you a blessed, safe and relaxing summer!

Tia Butler
Standards/Protocol: Alice Payne
and Dionne Webster
Chaplain: JoAnn Archey
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In love and service,
Murial D. Jones
Chapter President
Cluster IV Coordinator

Epsilon Epsilon Omega
Charter Day Celebration

The Sisterly Relations Committee of Epsilon Epsilon Omega hosted
the chapter’s 66th anniversary celebration on April 9, 2015 at Escobar’s restaurant in Champaign. The Sisterly Relations Committee wanted to honor the women who chartered Epsilon
Epsilon Omega as well as the work the chapter has done over the past 66 years. The committee’s inspiration for the celebration was to honor the past, recognize the present, and look forward to Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s future. The committee’s goal was to create a celebration that
left members feeling as a unified collective - being part of a chapter that has come so far, and
honoring the struggles of the sorors who paved the way to where we are today.

Each sorority member received a placemat with a picture of Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s
charter members on the front, and either chapter history or scripture references (to feed chapter members’ faith) on the back. The committee wanted present day sorority members of all
ages to know that they too have to nurture various aspects of their personal lives to be whole
enough to work collectively with others. Chapter members also received party favor bags that
had chapter trivia questions attached to them.
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Charter Day Celebration, cont.
The Sisterly Relations Committee honored the sorority member with the longest physically active membership in the chapter, Soror Patricia Lewis. She received an ivy plant as a gift
of sisterly love and admiration. Soror Patricia was initiated into Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated in the Epsilon Epsilon Omega chapter in 1975; she has maintained a continuous
membership in the Epsilon Epsilon Omega chapter for forty years.

The charter members of Epsilon Epsilon Omega chapter recognized that the members' one common interest was to provide service to all mankind. They also recognized that
the service efforts of the sisterhood could not be accomplished to its highest extent unless the
'ivies were nurtured'; meaning that time had to be set aside for sorors to develop some common bonds amongst themselves. This necessary relationship among sorors was true then, is
true today, and will be true in the years to come.

We left the celebration filled with sisterly love, and a sense of honor to be a part of this
remarkable chapter as we reflected on how far we've come, and celebrated the present with
our eyes on what the future holds.
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A.S.C.E.N.D.
Achievement, Self-Awareness, Communication, Engagement,
Networking, and Development Skills
Epsilon Epsilon Omega began its first cycle of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated’s signature youth enrichment program, A.S.C.E.N.D. (Achievement, Self-Awareness,
Communication, Engagement, Networking, and Development Skills) in January in the Champaign-Urbana and Danville communities. Epsilon Epsilon Omega members worked with high
school students to prepare them for college, encourage academic excellence, and promote
high ethical standards. A.S.C.E.N.D. scholars participated in a wide variety of academically and
culturally rich structured group activities such as community service projects, resume and personal statement writing, ACT Test Preparation, Financial Aid Workshops, Black History
Month activities, technology support, career workshops, and team building activities.

Students were rewarded for
their hard work and dedication to
reach their own levels of personal
greatness during the end of the cycle
celebration on June 6th. Elijah Davis
from Danville High School, and Ty’Kira Dubose from Centennial High
School received the Outstanding
A.S.C.E.N.D. Scholar award. These
students were always focused on the
tasks and actively participated in
A.S.C.E.N.D. activities. They each exemplified the focus areas of ASCEND-Achievement, Self-Awareness, Communication (skills),
Engagement, Networking (skills), and Developmental Skills not only during A.S.C.E.N.D. sessions, but also in their daily lives. Zena Day from Danville High School, and Richere Frazier
from Centennial High School earned the Leadership Award for
their ability to positively lead and guide others. KeiAnna Brigham
from Danville High School and Tyra Davis from Centennial High
School earned the Character award for consistently exhibiting integrity, compassion, respect, responsibility, and perseverance.
Dominique Davis received the highest grade point average award.
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A.S.C.E.N.D., cont.

Students made presentations about their experiences during the first cycle at the
end of the year celebration on June 6th. The women of Epsilon Epsilon Omega are extremely proud of all of the A.S.C.E.N.D. scholars for their participation and dedication to
the program. We are looking forward to the second cycle of the A.S.C.E.N.D. program,
which will begin in September 2015 and end in June, 2016. High school students in the
Champaign-Urbana and Danville communities who are interested in applying to be an
A.S.C.E.N.D. scholar should go to Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s website: http://
www.akaeeomega.org/ascend to learn more about the program; interested students and
families can also contact Nameka Bates via e-mail at: namekabates@gmail.com.
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AKA’s Central Regional Conference

Each spring, members of the Epsilon Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated, join with sorority members from across the Central region to attend the annual regional
conference. Members come from Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota and the southeastern portion of Missouri to a common site each spring to further develop and equip themselves with knowledge and skills to continue to provide service to their local communities.
This year the conference was held April 16-19 in Louisville, Kentucky. The theme for this year’s
conference was “A Winning Place to Showcase Our Sisterhood”. Members of the region, under the
leadership of Regional Director Kathy Walker Steele, attended a series of business meetings, development workshops, and sisterly gatherings. Workshop topics included: handling chapter finances, maintaining chapter records, and planning sisterly relations events for chapter members.
Epsilon Epsilon Omega was awarded a series of awards for members’ continued dedication to
service and sisterhood: Central Region Star Award, Social Justice & Human Rights Award for mediumsized chapters, and the Ordie Roberts Chapter Attendance Award (for highest percentage of chapter
members attending the conference). Chapter members look forward to the rest of the year and for the
opportunity to implement what was learned at the conference!

EEOmega and Central Regional Conference History
Epsilon Epsilon Omega has hosted or co-hosted the Central Regional Conference nine
times between 1956 and 2007 in 1956, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1985, 1993, 2001, and 2007 Two of
those times, the chapter was the primary host. In 1956, the conference was held in Urbana, IL and
attended by 95 individuals. The conference’s theme was “Making Ideals Realities”. The next local
conference hosted by Epsilon Epsilon Omega was held in Champaign, IL in April 1985. The conference committee was chaired by Sister Patricia McKinney Lewis and the conference theme was
“Energizing for the 21st Century”. That conference had 484 attendees (92 undergraduate, 379
graduate, and 13 guests).
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NAMI Impact Day
On Saturday April 11, 2015, in coordination with the National Alliance on
Mental Illness, Sister Dynesha Mason
Grissom, member of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Sorority, Incorporated facilitated a workshop for members of the Epsilon Epsilon
Omega chapter. The workshop focused on
identifying, understanding, and dealing
with mental illness. Sister Dynesha introduced various types of mental illness, including depression, anxiety, and adjustment disorder. She described various
symptoms that are commonly associated
with each. For example, symptoms of anxiety may include having difficulty sleeping
and worrying about decisions one has
made in the past. This often involves the
person’s mind continuing to cycle through
the worry, while the person continues to have difficulty sleeping. In the event that one has identified these symptoms in herself, Sister Dynesha went on to suggest particular strategies that may
be useful for dealing with the issues.
Sister Dynesha highlighted the importance of taking care of oneself. This may include
different strategies, but involves “checking in” with oneself emotionally, finding an outlet for
one’s stress and anxiety, talking to a trusted friend or loved one, reading and listening to books,
eating well and exercising, and talking to a counselor or therapist. In the case of anxiety and worrying thoughts, Sister Dynesha suggested various strategies for interrupting the thought patterns.
One strategy could be to engage in a practice of deliberate breathing. Another could be to engage
in various techniques to assist with “training the brain” to relax and behave as you would like. If a
person recognizes a consistent pattern of not being able to sleep, she should consider her sleeping
habits and how to adjust them. This could involve turning off any electronic devices while sleeping, writing down one’s thoughts before lying down, or reading a physical book.
The workshop was an excellent opportunity for members of the sorority to come together,
to learn more about mental illness and to discuss ways that some people deal with their symptoms related to mental illness. Sorority members engaged in discussion surrounding the strategies suggested by Sister Dynesha and introduced ideas for what has worked for them in the past
when dealing with some of the symptoms. The goal of dealing with these symptoms is an ongoing
process and sorority members plan to return to the issue on a regular basis.
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Summer Reading Resource Fair
Epsilon Epsilon Omega’s Reading is Fundamental/RIF committee provided children in
the Champaign-Urbana community with books, reading logs, book lists by grade level, reading
strategies, information about summer reading programs in the community, reading incentive
programs from Meatheads and Barnes & Noble, and a variety of other resources to encourage
reading during the summer on Wednesday, May 20th from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church.

Children who are solid readers perform better in school, have a healthy self-image, and
become lifelong learners. These traits prepare children to not only be successful in school, but
in various areas of life. Epsilon Epsilon Omega is committed to supporting families and other
organizations in preparing children in our community to be successful in various areas of life.
The RIF committee will continue to provide children in the Champaign-Urbana and Danville
Communities with books and resources to enhance our children’s reading skills.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha Day at the Capitol
“Sorors, this is what we were born to do.
WE HAVE BEEN CALLED.
When we pledged to “be of service to all mankind”,
THIS work is what that meant.
So, the battle continues today.
We can never rest.
We MUST continue to lobby and advocate for our community.
Political involvement is not a spectator sport.
Your letters have already impacted the budget and returned monies to areas of critical
need.
We must organize to tackle these issues.
We much collaborate with other chapters and organizations to get out the vote.
We must create opportunities for candidates to speak in public forums.
We must take positions on bills in Springfield.
Thank you sorors for the work and sacrifices that you have done.
Let us continue moving forward.”
Soror Kimberley Irene Egonmwan speaking at AKA Day At The Capitol 2015
Member- Illinois Connection Steering Committee.
Connection Chairman-Theta Omega Chapter
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Day at the Capitol, cont.

The passage on the previous page shows the marching orders Sister Kimberly
Egonmwan passionately conveyed to the 106 members of Alpha Kappa Alpha who gathered at
Union Baptist Church to launch the day’s events. Consequently, the spirit of urgent advocacy
undergirded every aspect of AKA Day At the Capitol 2015.
After the welcome from Central Regional Director Kathy Walker Steele, Illinois State
Connections Chair Nia Odoeti-Hassan and Central Region Representative (International Connections Committee) Bakahia Madison, attendees received reports from elected officials the
Honorable Donnie Trotter, (Sister) Toi Hutchinson, Emil Jones III, (Sister) Mattie Hunter and
Chris Welch. These informative presentations from esteemed legislators discussed the devastating implications of the budget crisis to African American communities--- particularly in the
areas of mental health resources, trauma services, Medicare/Medicaid and youth summer employment.
Attendees then heard a sobering report from attorney and law professor (Sister) Jennifer Hightower’s extensive examination of the Grand Jury process understood the sobering
realities of life for African Americans in our state and region.
Between presentations, Epsilon Epsilon Omega President Murial Jones, EAF Chair Desiree McMillion and Connections Chair Nicole Anderson Cobb (all EEOmega Connections
Committee Members) shared notes and excitedly discussed how each speaker reminded them
of possibilities and programming that EEOmega MUST pursue within the chapter in relation
to the areas of concern raised by the legislator.
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Day at the Capitol, cont.

After attendees received the reports, it was time to literally take their concerns to elected
officials. Attendees began with a solidarity walk & photo to document sisters’ participation
from around the state. AKA members then headed to the House Chambers where ¾ of the
state legislature were filled with the sorority’s beloved pink and green as Sisters Toi Hutchison
and Mattie Hunter declared May 13, 2015 “AKA Day At The Capitol” and read the day’s resolution. As the document was read outlining the historic work of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Incorporated in the nation and in the state of Illinois, sisters stood and the legislators applauded
their presence and advocacy efforts.
By early afternoon, it was time to head to the offices of assigned elected officials to speak
with them and leave “Pink Papers” which were handouts left with their staff outlining attendees’
concerns about increasing minimum wage and grand jury reform among other matters.
Finally, attendees then closed the day with lunch, recognition, reminders for upcoming
action steps for Chapter Connections Committees and prayers for safe returns of members to
various locales.
AKA Day At The Capitol 2015 was a day that was sobering, informative, enlightening and
a DEEPLY encouraging opportunity to meet with other sisters committed to public policy from
across the state.
Epsilon Epsilon Omega Connections Committee members thank the Illinois State Connections Committee for their hard work and efforts to create a successful AKA Day At the Capitol 2015. Furthermore, we look forward to participating in future AKA Connections Committee
endeavors in our state and region to better serve communities throughout Illinois and the Confident, Committed, Connected Central Region.
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Good News & Announcements

Upcoming Programs
and Events

Good News
Kaamilyah Abdullah-Span celebrated 14 years of marriage on May 19th.
Dr. JoAnn Archey and Franklin Richard Archey, Jr. celebrated 23 years
of marriage on May 30th.
Patricia Lewis celebrated her 46th wedding anniversary on May 31st.
Asia Fuller-Hamilton celebrated her 13th wedding anniversary on June
1st.
Dr. Nicole Anderson-Cobb has been accepted into the University of Illinois’ Specialized Journalism Master’s Degree Program for the 20152016 academic year. Her acceptance into this program is not only a reflection of her past accomplishments; it is also a reflection of the University of Illinois’ belief in her potential to succeed in the program and
as a professional journalist.
Dr. Nicole Anderson-Cobb’s award-winning play Tangled: A “Dramedy”
about Gun Violence in the Age of Obama will be presented as a reading
at the Wesley Foundation on Sunday, September 27th from 12:30-3:30.

August 8

Book and backpack distribution
at CU-Day in the
Park

September 5 Chapter meetSeptember 11 Pink Panache
September 12 Walk to End
Alzheimer’s

*Please visit chapter website
calendar for program and
event details

Spiritual Support
Taken from Jesus Calling: Enjoying Peace in HIS Presence
I AM YOUR BEST FRIEND, as well as your King. Walk hand in hand
with Me through your life. Together we will face whatever each day
brings: pleasures, hardships, adventures, disappointments. Nothing
is wasted when it is shared with Me. I can bring beauty out of the
ashes of lost dreams. I can glean Joy out of sorrow, Peace out of adversity. Only a Friend who is also the King of kings could accomplish this
divine alchemy. There is no other like Me!
The friendship I offer you is practical and down-to-earth, yet it is saturated with heavenly Glory. Living in My Presence means living in
two realms simultaneously: the visible world and unseen, eternal reality. I have equipped you to stay conscious of Me while walking
along dusty, earthbound paths.
John 15:13-15; Isaiah 61:3
2 Corinthians 6:10
12

Website: akaeeomega.org
Email:
akaeeomega@gmail.com
Mailing:
Epsilon Epsilon Omega Chapter
P.O. Box 971, Champaign, IL
61824

